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Opinion Survey 1Man In The Street

What do UNM students think about campus safety?
On April16, 33 students and faculty were shot and killed on the Virginia Tech campus in Blacksburg, Va. Dawn of Nations TODAY staff,
Tobias Major and Ryan Makkonen asked students what their concerns were about campus safety at UNM?
_...,.:~-

AMY LEWIS
Age: 20
Class: Sophomore
Major: Communications

SARAZOLADZ
Age: 20
Class: Junior
Major: English

"I don't have any concerns, it could "Escorts take a long time to get to
have happened anywhere. It is
where you are and by that time you
bringing more attention to school
just walk to your car alone. Trying
security though. That makes me, as to get off campus is scary."
a student feel comfortable."

Campus
safety
tips and
information

SHELDON BLACKHORSE,

JESS HALL. Arikaralllidatsa

Dine
Age: 26
Class: Junior
Major: Applied Mathematics

Age: 22
Class: Junior
MJYor: Electrical Engineering

"My concerns are, bas it really
changed with UNM? There have
always been break ins and acts of
violence and things on campus and
nearUNM."

"You can't put metal detectors in
front of campus to stop it You can't
make school a prison. 'There are
crazy people out there and it's hard
to keep track of them all."

AARON AGUU..AR, Aztec
Age: 22
Class: Sophomore
Major: Music Performance
uwe saw this happen with the
Columbine massacre near my
hometown in Colorado: We need to
treat the cause, not the symptoms.
Maybe we should examine the
fundamentals institutional structure
of capitalistic America and why it
pnxluces these kinds of incidents."

Students speak out on campus police presence
On April 16, 33 students and faculty were fatally shot and killed on the Virginia Tech campus in Blacksburg, Va.
Dawn of Nations TODAY staff, Maria Guttmann and David Natonabah asked students how they feel about having
a police department on the UNM campus.

Dawn of Nations Today

In the event of an emergency
UNM students, staff and faculty

will be informed through email,
mdioandTV.
In an emergency the campus
safety report advises people to dial
911. The call will be automatically
traced by the opemtor, and if the
call is being placed on the UNM
campus, the campus police will
respond If the call is made off
campus, the Albuquerque Police
Department will respond.
There are also special
telephones located around campus
designed specifically for the deaf.
There are also special emergency
phones located on campus that are
a direct link to the emergency line.
The campus safety report bas
these Safety Tips.
If you go out for a late night
snack or study break, go with a
friend flot alone.
Walk purposefuJJy. Look
confident. Watch where you
are going. Be aware of your
. surroundings.
Use well-lighted, well traveled
routes. Avoid short-cuts through
isolated areas.
Lock all doors and close all
windows when leaving your car,

IRINEO CASTILW

Age:27
Claa: Senior'

TAYLOR HUDSON
Ale: 26
Major: Economics

~:Business

''Tbere is open space, anything
can happen. But I am not really

worried."

MA'IT HEKIENS
•
O..:f'Rsbmlm

qe: 18

~Music

"It's always good to bave people
like that oo campus. They are kind
of effective. 1be police always
sbow up after the incident and
can't really prevent anything from

••Having a police department beJps
make thiDp somewhat safe iDd
also provides eX1ra security."

UNM Police immediately.

List only first initials and last
name in telephone directories.
Hang up immediately on
. obscene telephone calls.
Don't keep large sums of
money in your office, dorm room.
study area or apartment
Lock doors and windows,
even if you are just going out for a
minute.
H you are a victim of a crime
or become aware of any suspicious
circumstances call UNM Police

"I appreaate having trained officer
on campus due to the environment
and after what happened at Vuginia
Tech."

happening."

whether it is for a few minutes or
for several hours.
Have keys ready when you
approach your car. Check the car
for intruders before entering and
lock your door immediately after
getting into your car.
Always lock your bike or
motorcycle when leaving it
unattended, even if it is only for
a few minutes. Use the U-sbaped
high security lock whenever
·
possible.
If you witness a crime, call

SHANNON POWDERLY
Age: 20
0..: Sophomore
~ Political SCience and
Middle East Studies

immediately.
As of April25• UNM bas
implemented a new system called
..e2Campus." This new system is a
selective mass notification system.
UNM plans to initially use the
system for emergency notification.
Staff, students, and faculty can sign
up from the UNM homepage at
www.unm.edu.
The system will send out
notifications to cell phones, emails, pagers and web page!>. There
is no software to download or

hardware to buy. ·
Here are some important numbers
to remember:
Campus Safety Committee: 2773361
UNM Campus Police: 277-2241
TDD Line: 277-0888
For Non Emergencies: 277-2241
Snow Hotline: 277-SNOW
UNM Crime Stoppers: 277-STOP
(277-7867)
Victim/Witness Assistance
Progmm: 841-7274

•

The Native right to vote in New Mexico
characterized the act as a way to
"improve the administration of
elections in the United States."
book made the New York Tune's
The act established the Election
bestsellers list and drew attention to
Assistance Commission, which
the unequal distribution of voting
set up a standards board for the
machine types throughout the state.
commission and provided funds to
Palast contended that older
states like New Mexico to replace
inferior push-button machines
outdated voting machines and
had been distributed ·to districts
provide for other improvements.
with high Native and Hispanic
One of those improvements
populations. The machines, known
is the AutoMARK Voter Assist
as ORE's or direct-recording
Terminal. The terminal can be
electronic machines, st9re the
programmed to help non.:English
votes electronically. Some of the
speaking voters The terminal also
machines recorded no votes for
provides assistance .to visually
president in the 2004 election.
impaired voters.
When that happens, the result is
Coordinator for the Native
called an undcrvote. He said the
American Election Information
implication was that there was an
Program (NAEIPJ, Martin Aguliar,
organized, state-wide attempt to
Miguel Trujillo, left, in his m1litary un1form, and his in-laws MaryS. Paisano,
dilute the votes coming from those her Father Pedro Sarcacino, and h1s daughter Josephine TruJillo Waconda. said that the AutoMARK tem1inals
were used in the 2006 election to
districts.
assist voters who spoke Navajo.·
Director of Elections for the
state, Daniel A. Jvey-Soto, said that
Aguliar said Kere:.. Tiwa and
possibly Tewa would be included
he could not comment directly on
in the AutoMARKs repertoire for
the allegations made by Palast. He
did however, offer an explanation
future elections.
for the different types of machines
Keres is spoken by people at
L;tguna. Santa Ana, Cochiti, Zia,
in the different voting precincb.
"Prior to the 2006 elections.
Santo Domingo and San Felipe
Pueblos. Tiwa is the language of
New Mex1co u cd a variety
had a much higher risk of their vote age aml quality of the machines
of different machines," IveyTaos, Picuris, Sandia and Isleta
could be the sole culpnt "the
not being counted. In some places
Soto said. He said that ince the
Pueblos, while Tcwa is pokcn at
nearly eight percent of votes were
machines are crap," she said.
nw::hines where upphed by the
Ohkay Owingeh, San lldelfonso,
..undercounted" by DRE machines.
"In the 2006 elections New
counties in which they were used,
Santa Clara, Tesuque, Nambc and
Thei en also !.aid that once all
'' ent to a state wide optical
Mexico
the 'tate had no control over
Pojaque Pueblos.
of the old machmcs where replaced, scan sy tern, all counties used the
wh1ch machme were u ed at any
Zane James b the upervi~or
the undervote rates dropped aero s same machines,,. said Soto, the
for the Navajo Nation Board of
particular sue.
tate elections director. Voters now
the board. The changes were mo t
Ellen Theisen, founder and
Elections and a fom1er coordinator
mark a paper ballot that is then fed
apparent in areas where the older,
co-director of \otersUmte.org, a
for the NAEJP. He was also the
into a tabulator. He said that the
national organization that compiles push-button machines had been
voice in the AutoMARK 'assi:.ting
used in the previous election.
machines were purchased for the
election data for public dbtribution,
Navajo speakers voting in
'The machines lend thcmselve_:; counties by the state using fund
compiled voting data from the
McKinley County's 2006 election.
to disenfranchisement," Thiesen
provided by the Help America Vote
2004 national and sUtte election
James said that it was
Act.
said. There were many theories
cycle. She said that voters who
sometimes difhcult to translate the
The Department of Justice
surrounding the lost votes, but the
used push-button type machines
ballots accurately. Kimmeth Yazzie,

Continued from A 1

He felt it was the right
thing to do
-Josefine Trujillo
Waconda

88

program project specialist with the
Navajo Election Administration,
said that the Navajo Nation works
with election officials in New
Mexico, Ari1ona and Utah to
develop and update Navajo words
and phrases u~ed in the balloting
process.
James said that Yazzie's
assistance was vital to getting the
translations correct. "If I wasn't
sure about a translation I drove
down the street (to Yanie's
office]," James said. "It was an all
Navajo staff that did the work."
From the voicing anti
translation, to the production at
KTNN. a commercial radio station
owned by the NavaJO nation, it
was all done by and for the Navajo
people. Jame said that due to
some tcchmcal and translation
difficulties, only McKinley County
offered voting assistance in Navajo
through the AutoMARK terminals.
"Planning ahead would really
help this time," James said of
future etforts. The 2006 election
was the first time such an effort had
been undertaken by a western state.
James said the success in deploying
the AutoMARK tem1inals in
McKinley County proved that it is
po s1ble to do it for other counties
with large NavaJo populations.
San Juan and Sandoval Counties
arc two countie that will likely be
included in the 2008 election cycle
effort .
Waconda s:ud that she believes
her father, Miguel Trujillo, would
find many of the changesespecially language a~sistance -considerate on the state's part. '"I'm
sure he would consider it a great
advancement," she said.

The Native Anterican Contntunity Acadenty thrives
Continued from A2

of Echoing Green, an organizatJon
dedtcated to social change, awarded
Bobroff a fellowshtp in 2005 to
begin the NACA.
Galinsky said Bobroff was
awarded because "number one the
idea and number two the person
behind the idea."
She said a number of Native
American students are not getting
their needs met and not doing
well in public schools. A new
CUITiculum is needed and Bobroff
provides a new model that focuses
on those needs, "it's compelling for
us ... it's a great idea!"
·
April Hale contributed to the

highly motivated ... they love the
kids'" Ashley said his son has
learned a lot and i invohed in
numerous school activities. "They
have community gathering~. they
invohe farnilics ... You'll never tind
a program where they can provide
diverse teaching," he said. Ashley
said he i:-. pleased with the schools
curriculum and the environment
which embraces diversity and
mdividual needs.
AccoriJing to the NACA Web
site it aims to preserve all that
encompasses ifs tribal identity
while "embracing the future."
reponing of th1s story.
Currently. the school sene 6th and
7th graders. This fall the chool
will recru1t mcommg 6th, 7th and
8th graders. The current 7th grade
Pholo u.c!lt M:cha Bitslnn e
c)ass \Hll be NAC A' first 20 II
Student art work on 1dent1ty fills the wall of the Navajo language classroom at the Nat1ve American Commumty
graduaung clas .
Academy campus
I ara Gahnsky, "icc prcstdent

UNM considers policy after hate crime incident
by MARCUS CLEVELAND

"backstage'' of the concert, which
consisted of two long tables set up
on the west lawn of Zimmerman
A campus as culturally and
Library. He began pulling at
ethnically diverse as the University electrical cords and equ1pmen1.
of New Mexico still ha!i its share
The pedestrian merely shut off
of crimes motivated by hate and
the background music but the
ignorance.
microphones remained on.
In this country we enjoy the
Walking away from the concert
protection of the First Amendment, and tht! crowd, the pedestrian
which limits our government,
veiled, "Fu@#!& monkeys... this is
"Congress shaH make no Jaw ...
why we put you on reservations ...
prohibiting the free exercise
all you speak is gibberish!" The
thereof: or abridging the freedl>m
audience, predominantly made
of speech or of the press ... "
up of Native American students,
But, is speech really free?
faculty and staff, reacted by
Concerns of public safety and
shouting at the pedestrian telling
cultural sensitivity arc always
him to leave.
brought to the foreftont in
According to the police report,
answering this question.
it descnbed the pedestrian a<> a
Three years ago, on April 1, a
man in his earl) 20s with blonde
Native American concert series at
"-.haggy hair" wearing a forest
Unjversity New Mexico, sponsored green ~hirt carrying a black
by Native American Studies (NAS), backpack.
Arts of the Amenca's Institute
Steven L01.a, director of the
and University Studies was rudely
Arts of the America's tn~tttutc,
interrupted by a pedestrian, who
and Maria Williams, a professor
tried to silence the performance
of music and NAS, followed the
of Tribe 2, a Navajo rap group,
pedestrian back to his classrcx)m
by unplugging the1r electronic
in Mitchell Hall. The UNM Police
equipment.
Department was notified and
The pedestnan walked
Williams, Loza and several other
Dawn of Nations Today

students pro-. ided information to
the officers.
The following day W.tlliams
and several other witnesses were
asked to identify the individual by
photo line up at the UNM Police
Department. The student was
identified and a formal complaint
of assault was filed against the
individual. The UNM police report
obtained on April 8, 2004 did not
identif)!. the student.
With such an overwhelming
show of response and support from
the Native American faculty and
staff, University College Dean
Peter White and NAS put together
a two-hour forum to address
concerns Native American students
and faculty had about hate crimes
on campus.
The forum was standing
room only; in attendance were
representatives from the Office of
the President and the Office of the
Provost.
After the incident, then UNM
President Louis Caldera publicly
addressed the University Regents
in a letter on April 15, two weeks
after the incident. President Caldera

Making Indigenous Day a reality
By MARCUS CLEVELAND

students to seek avenues to address
the issue of changing Columbus
Dawn of Nations Today
Day.
Martinez said replacing the
Columbus Day is a holiday
name with Indigenous Day properly
heavily debated among Native
reflects the Native American
Americans,butforSuzanne
demographic in New Mexico.
Martinez it is more than a debate,
On March 6, House Memorial
it is a personal battle to replace the bill 27. to replace "Columbus Day"
holiday with Indigenous Day in
with "Indigenous Day'' in New
New Mexico.
Mexic~. was passed on the house
Martinez. a University of
floor in Santa Fe by a vote of 32 to
1\ew Mexico law student and a
28. It was introduced by Rep. Irvin
member of the Leech Lake Band of Harrison (D·McKinley and San
Ojibwe, spearheaded the efforts to
Juan). Unfortunate for Martinez,
legislatively change Columbus Day the counterpart House bill 1200, the
" ith Indigenous Day.
"teeth" of the bill was stalled and
Drafting the documents for
defeated m the House Health and
the change, Martinez used this
Government Affairs Committee.
opportunity as a part of her tinal
Rep. Paul C. Bandy (R-San
project through the Southwestern
Juan), opponent of the bill. said the
lndian.Law Clinic program.
Indigenous Day name change is a
Martinez said she took on this
good idea. but thought it should not
P-roject to widen the cultural
replace Columbus Day.
knowledge of people within the
"I don't think it's appropriate
state.
on Columbus Day, it would be
"It is more important to be
a slap in the face to the relatives
aware of the wider culture, the
of Columbus- Hispanics 3rld
indigenous roots, and because of
Italians,'' Bandy said.
the multtcuitural aspect of New
The bill was not short of
Mexico," Martinez said.
support, Rep. Antonio "Moe"
Martinez was introduced to
Maestas (D-Bcmalillo), satd he
·the 1dea of changing the name
supported the bill a-; it \\as m the
during regular informal meetings
"best interest, and relevant to New
with a Native American woman's
Mexicans in 2007 then anything,
group. Sc"Yeral of the group
becau~e more than two \'worlds have
members encouraged Martinez and come together and that needs to be
other Native American UNM law
realized."

Martinez used South Dakota's
success of the name change as
a model for drafting the legal
language and statute for the bill.
In South Dakota, Columbus Day
is now officially known as Native
American Day.
South Dakota declared Native
American Day in 1990. The statute
states. "The second Monday in
October, to be known as Native
American Day, shall be observed in
this state as a legal holiday. Native
American Day is dedicated to the
remembrance of the great Native
American leaders who contributed
so much to the history of our state."
Martinez said she did not
want to draft the bill a-; "Nauve
American Day," because the label
"Native American" is a coloma!
term.
Martmez di~tributed her ''H
Reasons to change Columbus Day
to lnd1genous Day" in New Mexico
in hopes of support from Native
communities and the legislators.
Martinez saill with a majority
of the populous in New Mexico
originating from Hispanics and
Native Amencan decent, the state
seems like a prim.e canllidatc for a
day of celebration.
April Hale and Je Abctta
contributed to the reportmg of this
story.

released a statement regarding
the inc1dent, wh1ch stated "On
behalf of the University of New
Mexico, I want to state clearly that
we deplore the use of language
intended to cause injury, and that
we particularly deplore language
intended to cause injury directed at
individuals or groups on account
of their actual or perceived race,
ancestry, nationality, gender, sexual
orientation or disability. There is
no room for such injurious and
divisive language on this campus."
Although the student involved
wa'i expelled from the University
in the fall of 2004, the response
to the incident wall slow and
unremarkable given the racially
charged nature of the event. The
first campus attention given to the
incident was an editorial in the
April 9 issue of the Daily Lobo.
The only immediate recognition
was by ABC affiliate KOAT
Channel 7 news, which opened its
evening news as its top story. In
the news broadcast, NAS student
Rebekah HorscChief and Loza
were interviewed.
Subsequently letters and
editorials appeared in the Daily
Lobo for the 2004 issues of April
12, 13, 15 and 16. The April20
IS ue of the Daily Lobo featured
a new artJcle on Ojibwe activist
Dcnni Banks and his reaction to
the incident.
According to the Daily Lobo
April 20 article, Banks said the
student was not unplugging the

band, but he was " ... unpluggmg
a nation." Banks said the late
response by the umversity was
msensitive.
Hate crimes are prevalent on
most college campus. which forces
college administrators to address
the problem accordingly.
UNM Regent's Policy Manual
2.4- Diversity and Campus
Climate states, "The University
of New Mexico is conurutted
to increa<;ing participation in
the University by populations
historically underrepresented
to UNM (Hispanics, Native
Americans, African Americans,
Asian Americans, students from
rural area<; and first-generation
college students); recruiting
and supporting a diverse faculty
and staff, and fostering diverse
intellectual approaches to teaching,
research and creative activity."
Currently. Robert Burford,
judicial affairs officer for the
University said a Hate Crimes Task
Force had been recommended, and
funding for a "Campus Climate
Office·· is being considered. When
asked about a hate crime or hate
speech policy at the Unhcrsity,
Burford aid ··recommendations
and consideratiOns looked at
when hate cnmes or hate peech
arc mvoh ed, and are cons-idered
aggravatmg circumstance and
enhance punishment to tho e
involved."
Apnl Hale contributed to the
reporting of this story.

8 reasons to change
Colu01bus Day to
Indigenous Day
Islands Fnendo;hip Day" because
of the atrocities committed in
the Caribbean by Christopher
1. There are 196,695
Columbus
and h1s crew.
Indigenous people living in New
6.
Indigenous
Day would help
Mex1co and over 20 Tribes call our
general
pubhc about
educate
the
~1ate home. (U.S. Census Bureau)
the many contributions lndigenou
2. As an Indigenous person,
people have made to ourcollecti\e
there IS no hobday paying tnbute
SOCJety.
to your ancestors, the very ones
7. The youth of our state would
Columbu encountered. Arc you
be more likely to elf-identify as
not as Important?
being Indigenous since th1s da)
3. Many Indigenous
would
endow them with a sense of
people v1ew Columbus Day as
cultural
apprec1at10n.
11 celebration of conquest and
It
is the responsibility of
8.
genocide.
our
contemporary
government
4. South Dakota changed
to
stop
legltlmlzmg
the act.Jons
Columbus Day to Nati~e American
Day 18 years ago in an effort to pay of Chnstophcr Columbu Let us
demand they cease the perpetuatiOn
tnbute to the Indigenous people
of th1s historical fictiOn'
who thnvc there stJII toda).
5. Almost 20 state do not
Suzanne Martmez. Leech Lake
recogmze Columbus Day and
Band ofOJibwe, IS a thtrd year Jaw
the U.S. Y1rgm I lands instead
tudcnt at the Umvers1ty of New
celebrates "Puerto Rico-V~rgin
Mex1co School of Law
by SUZANNE MARTINEZ

Native American programs raise HIVI AIDS awareness .
by JONATHAN PINO

va....'TI of Nativns Today
Education among Native
Americans about HIV and AIDS
can be the best weapon in the fight
against the epidemic.
Kory Montoya, 41, of the
Jicarilla Apache Nation, b HIV
po itivc. He is the Native American
rcpre cntative on the steering
committee for the New Mexico
POZ Coalition a grassroots HIV/
AIDS advocacy group.
He ha~ been through a lot in hb
work to educate people. cspcc1nlly
t\ativc Americans. on the is ue of
HIV/AIDS education. Montoya
said "It is d1fficult to sec our people
not included on data pertaining to
HIV ...\\e are alwa}s referred to as
other."
Montoya ha made a lot of
acnficcs in hi quest to educate, "l
had to tart nil over again" he sa1d.
He has dealt w1th much including
the loss of his family due to a
combination of hi HIV positt\e
status and the mall communny that
he comes from.
He said we have dealt with

discrimination in the Indian health
care sy:.tem. One such mstancc
of discrimination was when a
registered nurse refused to help
him when she found out about
his status. Montoya has been
HIV positive since 1991 and wa
diagnosed with AIDS in 2001. He
is currently on a combination of
medication, taking up to R pills a
day.
.
HIV and AIDS is still a taboo
subject in mo t Native American
communities. but on Murch 21
Native Americans across the
country held the first "Native
HIV/AIDS Awareness Day." The
day was designed to spread the
word of awareness atnong Native ·
Americans.
Montoya's therapy has been
to go out and educate people. "It
really makes you think about life,"
Montoya said, iiving with AIDS.
"this has been a lonely JOurney for
me"
Ho\\ever 1onely a Journey it has
been for Kory Montoya, there arc
support group and way to educate
one!>elf and \\ay to get invol-.ed m
the fight again t HIV/AIDS. One

Kory Montoya discusses

his advocacy work and
personal experience living
with HIV.

Photo credit Jonathan Plno

of the ways thai Montoya became
involved was by asking questions.
He advises ev.eryone to ask
questions and to start being 'focal
about the 1ssue.
One program addressing the
1ssuc of HIV /AIDS in Albuquerque
is First Nat1ons Community
Hcalthsourcc through ItS HIV/AIDS
Prc\ention and Ca.e Management
progrnm. First Nation offers
educauon on preventiOn as well
as free anonymou HIV testing. It
also offers counseling and syringe

exchange. The program at First
Nntions also features support
groups on both the prevention and
the support areas ofHIV education.
Dunne Kaufman, HIV
Prevention/Case Manager at First
Nations works in the 11cld due to
the passton he has for the cause of
education and prc,cntion. Kaufman
is also HIV posnive.
Kaufman, menlloncd many of
the program's attributes. Several of
the aspects mclude free anonymous
testing, outreach to groups.

HPV vaccine creates controversy
Continued from A1

She believes in a pure marriage.
She IS married with one on, but if
In her experience, McGough
she had an 11-year-old daughter she
aid, Native American women do
said she would not subject her to
not heal as quickly as others.
the HPV vaccine.
"Native women arc different in
"I will teach my kids to be
sexual behavior," McGough said.
abstinent until maniagc,'t Shnrfdiin
"Kative American women have
said.
more partners than white people."
Thl' HPV vnccme is a hot
Shandun Harvey, a Dint! senior topic nowadays with Gardas1l
in Exercise Science at UNM and
commercials, community education
a member of the Nati\'e American
and even legislative action.
Christian Fellow hip, said she
During the past legislative
does understand that the vaccine
session. Sen. Steve Komadina
i~ ncces ary for som~ girts but
(R-Corralc:.) introduced S81147,
everyone has should pay the
which would mandate the HPV
consequences for their acllons.
vaccine in school-based clinics.
"Girls need to know that having
Favored to become law, the bill
more than one [sexual I partner can
was suddenly vetoed by Governor
cause physical and mental rum,"
Bill Richardson.
Shandiin said.
''Thank God," Wheeler
McGough added that Native
said when commenting on the
Amencan women are not as likely
governor's recent veto. "We need
to usc condoms.
education, infrastructure and a lot
McGough aid those patients
of ground work before it becomes
that have never received a Pap
law."
smear usually end up in the
Harvey and her husband do not
colpo copy clinic.
agree with mandating the vaccine
'There nren't any great answers for young girl but aJso do not
in prevention," McGough said.
disregard the importance for the
"Harve'!'' believes in ab tincnce.

•

spccitically the Native American
population. One important thing to
remember with the First Nation:.
program i that if one is not Native
American, but is HIV positive.
they arc not turned away from the
rc ources that First Nations offers.
The resource regarding the HIV/
AIDS program include resources
such as support groups, education
(on HIV/AIDS) and housing
assistance. One of the unique
aspects to the HIV/AIDS program
at First !'iauons is the set up of the
program which has an added focus
of culture and spirituality.
TI1erc arc severn! ways to get
inv())ved, one of them is to educate
your self on HIV/AIDS. There are
also progrl!,mS focused on HIV/
AIDS prevention, which tend to
be more than just abstinence only
lectures, most often called harm
rcducuon cia ses.
A preventiOn based program
will be tnrting at First Nations
shortly, the date and time have yet
to be determined the program w11l
focus on healthy relation hips,
teaching partic1pants how to talk
about HIV/AIDS and condom
usage With their partner.
The staff at First Nations
stressed the importance of knO\\ ing
your own HIV tat us. The Orasure
test if offered at First Nation
free of charge, Monday 9 a.m. to
12 p.m. and Wedne day 1 p.m.
to 4 p.m. or by appointment. The
Orasure test is a test that checks
your HIV status. It IS done by
taking a sample of saliva, there i
no blood taken in this test.
The test done at First Nations
is anonymous using an a.~signed
number instead of ~name. Another
important thing to remember is not
only to get tested but also to get the
result .

vaccme.
dosages.•
Har\'ey likened the \'3Ccinc to
Scientists also do not know the
handing out condoms in schools.
affect of the vaccine in mcfl or
"It's like telling girls that it's not a
women older than 26. Wheeler sa1d
good idea to ha\e sex so young. but that women who are exual act1ve
here's a condom," Harvey said.
will not benefit from the vaccine.
Richardson has been quoted
only virginal girls.
in the Albuquerque Journal a.'>
It is not recommended that
saymg there just was not enough
medical practitioners give the
time to inform parents and school
HPV creening test to determine
educators about the vaccine.
if the patient is eligibk for the
Harvey said parents need to
vaccine because It doesn't give the
be educated about the virus, the
woman's past or current expo!\ure
vaccme and how it affects their
to the virus. Wheeler said.
daught~n..
"The vaccine i:; 100 percent
For More information Contact:
Washburn agrees that education effective in 'sexually naive
about the vaccine is the key. "There women'," Wheeler said. "It goes
rir~t ~ations Community Health
simply isn't enough education for
down exponentially in [scxuallyl
Source
parenL'i. All I've read or seen on
active ~\Ulmcn."
5608 Zuni SE •
T.V. is more like scare tactics."
In the fall, Albuquerque IHS
Albuquerque, N.M. 87108
Waxman said a lot of industrial
will optionally offer the vaccine to
(505)
262-6554
money is gmng into educating
11-year-old girls. The vacl.!inc cost
health care providers about the
$120 per dose.
New Mexico Aids Services
vaccine but not· o much w1th
"I'm not in faHlr of mandating
parent<;.
the vaccine at this point because we 625 Truman NM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87110
"Konetheless, the vaccine ban don't know the long term effects,"
important message," Waxman said. Washbum aid. "I'm more in favor (505) 938-7100
It is not clear the dum lion of the of each parent deciding what i in
On the web:
immuni7.ation. r-;o data has been
the best interest of the child.''
www.worldaidscampaign.org
oompiled after five years of the
•
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Exercise I Sport

New Mexico scor~s Indigenous Soccer Cup
by MARIA GUTTMAN
Dawn of Natoli.\ Today

With their gear packed in h<~gs
socce!",llaycrs will make their way
to the fi~t-cvcr Indigenous Soccer
•
Cup thts summ~r.
Co-host Southwest Youth
Services, Inc.'s Exccutave Dtrector
Alec Rekow said the idea came
from the high soccer involvement
at the 2006 Indigenous Games.
"We \\ant to ~.·reate a soccer
camp that is a venue to prepare
for college and de\elop leadership
skills:· Rekm\ said.
Southwest Youth Services. lnc ..
will collaborate'' ith the Uni\crsity
of New Mc~~:ko's American Indian
Student Service., and the UNM
Men\; S01.:cer Team to host the
cup and bnng soccer into "lattve
American communities.
As the !'oOCcer community
expands, J~tck Simons, program
coordinator of Southwe!>t Youth
Services. Inc .. '>atd the soccer cup
goes beyond playing soccer.
"The greater goal is establishing
soccer in Native American
communities. (including)
everything that is good: leadership.
health, sports, academics, (and to)
get them interested in college, all of
that," Simons said.
The soccer cup will be held
in Albuquerque, N.M .• at UNM's
Johnson Field July 28- August 4.
The players will be staying in the

-...-y

John Martinez, 15, of Window Rock, Ariz., defends his team during the Indigenous Games last summer.
Martinez will compete in the Indigenous Soccer Cup to be held in June 2007 on the University of New Mexico
campus.
skill levels of the players will vary. team" participating. There are 12
dorms at the university to get the
"(This tourney) is not based on team<; from the New Mexico and
true experience.
The cup will include players of elite teams or anything like that it's AnLOna region and 12 teams from
the Northwest Territory of Canada.
based on interest.'' Simons said.
various ages ranging from under
"(We) put players into pools,
Altogether there ''ill be 24
14 to under 19. girls and boys. The

we handle free floating players and
hook them up with players and
coachc ''hen they register for the
tournament," Simons said.
The UN~f Men's Soccer team
will ho~t a work hop on soc~'Cr
skills. There will be two t.)thcr
workshops that locus on college
preparation and leadership 'kills.
Fourtccn·year·old Jerome
Reano. who will play in the boys
under 16 division. ~aid he i~
looking forward to meeting the
UNM men's .;occer team.
"(It'll be nice) getting advke
from them," he snid, "(to see) what
it's like being on a team for UNM...
Reano from Santo Domingo
Pueblo. N M.. had a similar
experience la..,t summer when
he played soccer at the 2006
Indigenous Games in Denver, Colo.
With hundreds of coaches.
players and spectators expected
Christine Nelson. senior student
program advisor with the UNM's
American Indian Student Services
said many volunteers are needed.
Reano said another aspect of
the cup he'· looking forward to is
obtaining new·friends.
Like some youth athletes Reano
hopes to play in college and maybe
even professionally.
"I hope I can play in college, 1
think I probably will," he aid. ••If
not, it's something fun to do.''

Games gives N. M. athletes ''life-changin·g experience''
Mexico studying exercise science.
Billie said she started running
when she was 10 years old by
chasing after her sister. When she
Nati\c Americans have many
was in 6th grade, she decided to
talents that other people mound
take running to a whole other level.
the country may not know about.
"I \\ould sa) that running atier my
Native Nation-; have athletic
older sister inspired me to run, I
programs that help student!> obtain continue to run for m) grondma,"
healthy life~tylcs and discipline.
she 'aid
The 2006 Indigenous Game' held
She cho~ the University of
in Denver, Colo.. i' a place that
l\iew Mexico ~cause it wa-. dose
brings tho e thing~ together.
to home. "My famil) could wutch
With 6,000 athletes, 2,000
at le<bt some of my races and my
volunteers and more than 50.000
older two sisters are out here so it
spectators it's easy to see why the
would just make it feel more like
Indigenous Games attracts a large
home than going somewhere far."
number of native athletes between
"The experience I left with after
the ages of 13- 19 years old.
the games was just the whole thing
Team New Mexico had various in general," she said. "I mean being
Native Americans from across the
able to run against different Native
state that competed in sports such
Americans and learning about other
as basketball, cross country and
cuJtures." She was changed by the
baseball. Area athletes that attended friends she made while competing.
the event were left with a life"I mean they ran for different
changing experience and possibly a schools and just getting to know
college scholarship.
them more than just running with
Eighteen-year-old Rachelle
them was more interesting."
Billie attended the Indigenous
Nolan Hoskie, 18, was a
Games and mn in cross country.
baseball player for Team New
Billie is a Shiprock High School
Mexico. Hoskie plays on Gallup
gmduate and cross country and
High School's baseball team and is
track and field athlete and now a
now a freshman at UNM studying
freshman at the University of New
by DAVID NATONABAH
Dmm of Natiom 1(Jday

2006 for the second ttme. Their
other award came in 2002. 'The
award recognizes sportsman-.hip.
teamwork. team spirit and team
leadership;' Agoyo said. Team
New Mexico is the first team to
receive the award more than once.
''It is good to expo.o:e young people ~
to experience the event through
competition. sport-. and health"
Agoyo said.
Participation in the games isn't
something to be taken lightly. In
order to attend. each athlete must
go through a rigorous selection
process. Each athlete must submit
an application. Then coache!>
,.._ cndl: Ro*rtc:k ....,..,. make contact with applicants, hold
Athletes from Team New Mexico prepare to enter lnvesco Field in Denver, interviews and conduct tryout!>. If
Colorado dllring the opening ceremony of the 2006 Indigenous Games.
chosen to compete. each athlete
radiology.
Assistant Chef de Mission for
must pay their own way to attend
Hoskle began his baseball
Team New Mexico was Pamela
the event. The 2008 games will
career when he was seven years
Agoyo. The word ..Chef de
be held in Cowichen, British
old. He chose UNM because it was Mission" il. French for team leader. Columbia so a smaller number
close to home and be was given
Agoyo firs\ attended the Indigenous of athletes from New Mexico are
more scholarship opportunities than Games in 2002 as an assistant
expected to attend.
Nevertheless. Team New
other places he applied for. He said coach for Team New Mexico:S
hi'> experience was unforgettable
golf team. " It was a really good
Mex1co's leader remains optimistic.
and he looks forward to attending
experience. Team New Mexico
"I am really looking forward to the
the event again. "It was a once in
performed reaJiy well for a small
next Indigenous Games in 2008,"
a lifetime experience, if 1 had the
team at the time."
Agoyo said. 'There'!> a lot of talent
chance to go and change what 1 did,
Team New Mexico won the
out there and the games would
I wouldn't," Hoskie said.
John Fletcher Spirit Award in
really help them maintain that
· talent."

•

Student Life College

Organizations help Native students adapt
by JONATHAN PINO
Dawn of Nations Today

by providtng services and raising
standards for Native American
students.
College survival skills are
AIGC offers scholarships and
essenttal to any college student's
programs on college preparation at
life, but it's more than just figuring both the higb school and college
out the basics, such as how to study level and it will:.oon launch a male
efficiently. Many college survival
leadership initiative. Thirty percent
skills require knowledge about
of Native Americans attending
the college environment and how
college arc male. Another AIGC
to locate and use the resources
program is the American Indian
provided.
Graduate Initiative, which prepares
The first year of college can
Native undergraduates for gr.1duate
be overwhelming for any student.
school by providing informational
Native American student~ have
workshops.
particular challenge~ to succeeding
Margarita P37.-Pcdro is a current
in higher education. Some factors
graduate student in art education
include difficulty adjusting to
at the University of New Mexico
the college environment. being
(UNM). She dtd her undergraduate
away from family and financial
work out of state, at the University
constraints.
of Colorado Boulder (CU Boulder).
Shawn Sccatero is Tohajiilec
Paz-Pedro said she often felt
Dine and the coordtnator of
homesick while at CU Boulder, but
student sen ices at the American
finding a community to connect
Indian Graduate Center (AIGC).
to helped. She said her student
AIGC focuses on building selfinvolvement at CU Boulder
sufficiency and self-determination
allowed her ''to meet more people
for Native American communities

and to have more friends." She said
she advises students to occasionally
take a break and know what
resources the school provides for
:>tudents.
Paz·Pedro also recommends
eating well and getting enough
s leep. For students from New
Mexico attending college out of
state, she recommends importing
chili and other traditional foods.
Sccatero advises s1udents to
"believe in themselves and that
they can accomplish their goals
and endeavors." Secatero satd it is
important to have a strong support
sy~1em both at home and at college,
have a study plan, organize a good
schedule and to communicate.
Chnsta Moya i'). Dine and
director of student services
and financial aid at AIGC. She
recommends developing a
familiarity with the campus support
.ervices. such as financial aid. and
how to purchase or charge books
against your student financial aid

account. Moya recommends finding
a mentor and attending student
orientations.
Many programs and
organizations at UNM offer
support specifically for Native
Amencan !.tudents. American
Indian Student Sen·ices (AISS)
offer~ the American Indian Summer
Tiridge Program. It provides
incoming freshman the opportunity
to familiarize themselvc with the
UNM campus while earning nine
hours of credit. One of the newest
·programs that AISS offers is the
Sidekicks program. which is a
mentorship progrctm for all Native
American students.
Student organizations are
another reliable resource for Native
college students. Many of the
organi1.ations are social, the oldest
being KIVA Club. It has been
on the UNM campus for over 50
years. Some student organizations
arc focused on specifics, such
as the Native American Health
Sciences..Society or the American

Native American fraternities and sororities

By Ty Romero

Indian Council of Architects and
Engineers. UNM also hosts a
Native American sorority Alpha Pi
Omega and fraternity Beta Sigma
Epsilon.
Essentially the most important
thing to college survival is to know
your goals and where you can find
help when you need it, and be an
active participant in your own
college experience.
For more information contact
the following organizations:
American Indian Student Servtccs
MSC06 3800 1119 Mesa Vista Hall
I University of New Medea
Albuquerque, NM 87131-000 I
Phone (505) 277 6343
Fax (505) 277-033
Email aiss@unm edu
American Indian Graduate Center:
4520 Montgomery Blvd Suite I B
Albuquerque NM 87109
Phone(505)881-4584
Toll Free 1·800-628-1920
Fax (505) 884--0427

ote involvement

Agoyo said Native American
Greek organizations provide
opportunities to engage students in
a
specialized and focused effort to
The Native American fraternity
establish
a "sense of community"
and sorority at the University of
among peers who have similar
New Mexico have establbhed
interests.
• themselves as a place for
Gwen Palmer, Navajo. president
personal growth and community
of
the
Alpha PJ Omega Sorority
involvement
Inc., said the sorority currently
Beta Stgma Epsilon fraternity
consists of only Native American
and thetr sister organiz.ation
women but wanL'i to diversify.
Alpha Pi Omega Sorority Jnc.,
"We are open to all races to
are reaching out to the UNM to
join our sorority," Palmer said.
promote the Native American
"The only requirement is that the
community and prospective Native
person must be a female."
American student\.
According to the Alpha Pi
Neil Dodge. Navajo, president
' Omega Inc. Web site, Alpha Pi
of Beta Sigma Epsilon. has been in
PhOto courteay of Beta Sigma
Omega Inc.• is the oldest Native
the fraternity for almost two years.
Members of Beta Sigma Epsilon the Native American fratem~ on the UNM campus pose for a group photo in
American
sorority founded at
spring 2006.
" We want to promote
the University of North Carolina
scholarships and community
American males on campus and in. from the Native Americans."
semester.
Chapel Hill in 1994. Since then, it
service among the Native American
student organizations.
He said the fraternity has
Pamela Agoyo, director of
has and continues to spread across
community," Dodge said. "Anyone
Jolonzo Goldtooth, Navajo, vice not seen any negativity from the
American Indian Student Services
the
country with over 250 sisters.
is open to join our fraternity, but
pre:.ident of Beta Sigma Epsilon
University.
said AJSS sponsors the fraternity
Palmeuaid the soronty's main
currently we only have Native
said the fraternity helps support
"I believe others see this as
and sorority.
mission is to give back to the
Americans."
Native American identity and is
strengthening the Native American
'The emphasis on academic
community.
According to the Beta Sigma
involved in community service.
community," Goldtooth said.
success while simultaneously
"Each semester we are
Epsilon Alpha chapter Web site,
"Having a fraternity like
"There should be more Native
providing opportunities to develop
responsible for four hours of
the fraternity started in 2005
this helps men coming from
organizations that fit all Natives'
life-long friendships, along with the community service a month. We
when Nathan Pryor, a Navajo
rural reservations have an easier
needs."
leadership and service components, also host a community service
student from University of Arizona
transition to the urban college
Like most fraternities, Dodge
was an opportunity to expand the
proJect each semester," she said.
noticed a trend of a general lack
lifestyle," Goldtooth said. "It also
said there is a one-time fee of S 150 possibilities for Native students
"We like to get mvolved."
of involvement among Native
raises the involvemenl on campus
followed by a payment of $200 per attending UNM."
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A Zuni's

k to merry olde England and back

by KELLEN SHELENDEWA

of tbe collection and afterward~
sa~ the Town of Cambridge and
the 31 dtffcrcnt colleges tl1at made
up Cambndge University. King's
College IS whe.re I stayed and
boy was it beautiful: green grass,
stained glass windows and Gothic
and Roman architecture. Each
college had a central courtyard, and
only certain people were allowed
on that grass: the masters and
fellows of the college. Since I was
neither, I got yelled at to get off the
grass!
The experiences in the town
of Cambridge were great! We ate
at different restaurants each night
I had fish and chips the first day,
1t'~ the only common English
food. L'effe. a Thrkish restaurant,
was awesome. They had lamb on
stick and chicken on a stick. which
keep us qutet for about forty-five
minutes. The other food places
did not measure up to L'effe. Then
one night we found this kebab
place which served burgers, by that
time, we were cr.n:ing a burger
and fries. But one important thing
to remember is there are good and
bad kebab places in England. The
bad you never want to experience.
Since we were tourisb we did not
have the luxury ofknowing one
from the other, so we experienced

Hello Bloaks and Darlmgs,
Over spring break l had the
opportunity to travel to England
with a delegation from the A:shiwi
A:wan Museum and Heritage
Center from the Pueblo of Zuni.
The trip was to look at a collection
taken from an ancestral Zuni site
called Kechi:bawa and to begin
develop relationships with
and non-tribal museums.
Boy, was it an advent\llt
to obtain a passport. Of
had to wait till the last
get one, but I got one.
day before my n ..,..,,i111around four to five da
reach me here in New
During that time I was
every god, deicy, anc:es11or,
Zuni prayers. then -.cnoJUOJ""
a passage from the "'""•'-'.JI
every religion with a te
earth. And it camel!
The flight to En~:IandtJ
but I watched Happy
of the Year, whtch
The flight to England
night so I got to see
cities with their ltgh
the ground. It wa a
to see.
Waiting in lme

both. The food wa inu.·re ting and
kept u gue mg.
We went to London in the
middle of the week and on
Wednesday \\Call \\Col to an
exlubit opening at the British
Museum called the "New World."
I told my fellow Shiwi's we were
the special guests as Stetson hats
and musk filled the air, ha-ha yeah
nght. There were a lot of people
there and I got a chance to explore
the museum and the different
exhibits from all over the world.
The "New World'' exhibit was
what I expected, stereotypical and
romanticized by English account~.
so it was nothing special.
We went to London one last
time to sight see. We rode a the
double decker bus all around town
and saw the Big Ben, the Tower
of London and London Bridge.
We even took a river tour on the
Thames River. It was fun seeing the
architecture and the atmosphere in
London.
At the end of the week I left
London around 1I a.m. back to the
states With an English accent and a
smile.
Kellen Shelendewa, Zuni
Pueblo, is a sentor majoring in
Native American studies at the
University of New Mexico.

Journeys and sunsets
By ANDREA HANKS

A year ago, I was a University
of New Mexico student, waiting to
become a graduate of the Nati\.c
American Studies department. I
can recall my mixed emotions and
my excitement to start m) new
journey and the fear that comes
when reality sets m. My reality
was when I made a commitment
to move on from being a student
ta a professional. In April 2006, I
accepted a position with the White
Earth Land Recovery Project, a
non-profit organi1ation located
on the White Earth reservation
tn Northern Minn., founded by
Wmona LaDuke. In August, I
moved to Minnesota, the place
where my father grew up. the place
where my Ojibwc identity was
lied to, I became the Wild Rice
Campaign Coordinator and then the
lead for the Keep it Wild campaign.
Over the course of eight
months, I have learned to adapt to
the freezing cold, look out for deer
While driving, multi-task at a level
I never thought myself capable of
handling. All this and learning to
ration my shipments of chili from
New Mexico.
My first project upon my arrival
to White Earth was to visit the •
numerous ricing lakes on the White

delegation of 46 people from North
America to atten<t the International
Slow Food conference in Turin,
Italy. I stayed awake the entire
flight because I was excited and too
scared to sleep while fl:;ing over
the Atlantic. Sixteen hours later I
found myself sitting with Winona
LaDuke and a few others trying
to teach each other Italian phrases
from our dictionaries. We practiced
our Italian by ordering coffee while
waiting in the Milan airport. The
Andrea Hanks, Navajo/White Earth
little
Span1sh I knew allowed me
Band of Ojibwe, and Leona Morgan,
Dine, graduated from the Umversity to communicate ~bile I was in
Italy. I had an amazing time, met
of New Mexico, both with Bachelor
of Arts in Native American Studies
many great people and I also found
in May 2006.
and befriended some fellow New
Mexicans.
Earth reservation. Let me say this
. My last days in Italy were spent
was not an easy task for me. I am
touring the city of Venice. As I
a person who uses the mountains
floated through the Grand Canal
as points of reference and I could
watching the sunset, l couldn't
not distinguish one lake from the
help but reminisce about New
other. People kept referring to a
Mexico and the sun setting over
four way stop as four comers, well the duck pond from the office of
being from the southwest, to me
the Indigenous Nations Library
four comers are where four states
Program in Zimmerman Library.
meet. I leamt:d quickly to ask for
In December, I was sent to New
guidance from my colleagues and
York City for the Smithsonian's
how to read a map. By the end of
Native American film festival. I had
September, at the end of ricing
to present the film, Manoomin. a
season, I was able to get out to a
Minnesota Way of Life, an outreach
few lakes on my own.
film used to educate legislators
In October I assisted in
about th~ complexity of wild rice
coordinating an Indigenous

issues and the importance of its
protection. I met so many talented
people and once again, l befriended
someone who had a New Mexico
connection. a recent graduate of the
Institute of American Indian Arts•in
Santa Fe.
Throughout the months of
December and January 1 was
preparing for the upcoming
legislative campaign to protect
wild rice. At the :;arne time I was
coordinating the Great Lakes
lndigcnou~ Farming conference,
held in february. We brought
along two individuals from New
Mexico to attend the conference
whom we have been collaborating
with on bio·piracy issues and they
addressed the imponance and need
for seed protection.
The Wild Rice campaign has
made progress and it is now on
the Minnesota House floor. As
it continues to travel through
the Senate we are hopeful it will
reach the Governor's desk. The
majority of my work with the
campaign has been coordinating
Minnesota tribal support for the
legislation by requesting tribal
leaders to give testimony at ·
committee hearings and write
letters of support. I also have"to
educate and lobby legislators about

the affects genetically engineered
wild rice would have culturally.
environmentally and economically
in the state of Minnesota. If this
legislation is not signed, our efforts
will continue.
In the upcoming months I will
travel to New Mexico, Atlanta and
New York to attend the United
Nations Permanent Forum on
Indigenous Issues. I hope to build
alliances with other groups to
collaborate on food protection.
seed overeignty. bio-piracy and
renewable energy concerns facing
indigenous communities. It has
been an extraordinary journey
since that first step off the ~tagc at
commencement back in May of
2006. I may no longer be in school
but my education continues. I
arn thankful for the opportunities
I have had through my education
at the Unive~ity of New Mexico,
my mentors. professors and school
experience have prepared me for
this journey. I sit in my office and
by coincidence or not my windows
face the setting sun, just as it did in
New Mexico.
Andrea Hanks, Navajo/White
Earth Band of Ojibwe, is a UNM
Alum. She received her Bachelor
of Arts in Native American Studies
inMay2006.

Chris Chavez .
sows the seeds of
sovereignty
by TOWANA YEPA
Da1111 of Nations Tnday

Spring is Chris Cha\et.'s
favorite t1me of yeat.
"The anticipation when the
snow starts melting and it starts
getting \loanner is the best," Chavez
aid.

A farmer and student at the
Univcrs1ty of New Mexico he finds
time to tend to his crops and apply
for law schlx11.
To him both are equally
important in exercising his
'>0\etcignty a~ a Native pcr.on.
Chavez, Santo Domingo, has
the agricultural fields of different
-.izcs on his reservation home at
Santo Domingo Pueblo.
"1 was pmctically born in the
fields," ChaveL said.
He said it is crucial for Native
American people to grow their own
food.
..It is a way to keep our culture
going ...it's the mo~t important
thing Native Americans c;hould
stay with." he said, "we stay with
the cycle of the !.un: everything
.is based on the gro" ing of these
crops. The dances, songs. prayers
it's all connected."
Cha\'eJ' learned to farm from
hi grandfather and uncle "hen he
was a child.
··Rack then it was a horse and
plo''· all manual labor. with shovels
and hoc~." he remember<.
Now, Chavez has two tractors
to help him w1th h1s field wo .
When the end of'' inter
approache!o Cha,ez plants omon •
garlic and pea on the first warm
day su. when 11 gets cold agum the)
will not frcete.
In mid-Apnl he plants white
corn. When it get-. wanner, he
plants blue com and chilies. When
the chance for another cold day is
gone. he plants his melons.
"They don't like the cold,'' he
slid smiling.
Chavu i,. a wealth of
knowledge. especially when it
comes to Native American issues.
He followed in the footsteps
of the American Indian Movement
when he was younger and has a
progressive political perspective,
especially when it comes to
farming.
"We know that this form of
Amenca, form of progress or
culture is not going to la~t. and
the only people who are going
to sur\'ive are the people who
subsist from fanning. Everything is
becoming artificial,'' he said.
Chave7. i BJ!ainst ~eneticallv

Chris Chavez takes time to rest
between visiting with students
and attending classes at the '
Umversity of New MeXIco.
Chavez completed his Bachelor
of Umverslty Studies at UNM in
December 2006.

The power to change
public perception of
Native Americans in
the ·m edia
By DINA GILIO

Recentl) Indian \."'OUntry was
all abua about a popular Houston,
Texa!-. radio talk how host named
Michael Berry ..-. ho made wme
comment KPRC·AM that were
insulting to Nathe American .
"We need to stop wn~ting nllthi
time and encrg) apologizing to
the American Indian ... We ghc
!".-yK.
engineered food .
He said sometime.." when he
them casinos. \\e ghe them
peciallicenses. \\e give them
"(We are) not justified for
goc..'> to Hopi to share hi. h:uve t
doing that. it's totally against
he remembers what his grandfather special scholarships. and why I
taught hun.
don't understand ... We conquered
Mother Nature. The plant~ can do
them. that's history ...You got to
it themsclvc~: it's not up to us," h~
"Don't sell them the food. ju!>t
be against giving welfare to the
said. "I tell my daughters to shop at give it to them,'' he said. "They'll
give you something back.''
American lndtans because of the
organic stores."
ChavcL ~aid his love for
ChaveL. said with his farming
fact that 200 years ago they were
farming led him to applying for law experience and possible acceptance whipped in a war. Let's just call it
what it is, they lost a war."
to law school he might be able to
school.
We as Native American students
do what is most important helping
"Water i~ the most essential
know how wrong this guy is on
thing for our culture. It is connected Native people get back to their
to irrigation which is connected
roots.
so many levels. Berry represent.
"Fanning hao; traditional,
the emergence in the past couple
to planting. Without water. ..-.e
wouldn't know what our culture
spiritual and cultural foundations,'' of decades or so of a generation of
is,'' he said, ''(the) idea of getting
talk radio hosts (thank you Rush
he said. "It's time to go back to
Limbaugh) whose in-your-face
men of each pueblo involved
agriculture, raise our own crops
and raise our own organically safe
in returning back to planting or
style abandons all traditional sense
farming, mall acreage or large."
food product'> instead of chemically of re~pect for those people or
Chavez aid he likes being able preserved crops."
subjects w1th whom they disagree
to share what he produce .
or imply don 'tlike. Forget about
political corrcctne · • whether the)
know what they're talking about
or not. It's about being nght and
preadmg their ideology (usuall)
extremely right wing and often
fundamentali t Chri tian) far and
wide. For credib1lity they rely on
their populanty or in orne ca..'es
like Berry, their education. too.
Berry, Mayor Pro Tern of Hou ;ton
and (onncr Councilman. hold~ a
master's degree in law a., \\ell as a
doctor of juri prudence. Someone
with his credentialc; and a mdio mic
is in the po ition of being able to
.
influence a lot of people about a lot
Joe S. Sando, Jemez Pueblo, and Native American studies
of things.
Kellen Shelendewa. Zuni Pueblo, pose after their presentation at the "Los
Naturally. Berry's comments
Comanches en Nuevo M~xico" on March 31, 2005.
on
March
27 ignited a firestonn
By Dawn of Nations Today staff
by the department and area leaders.
of negative responses from Native
Sando has authored numerous
people. To his credit, he actually
Joe S. Sando of JemeL Pueblo,
articles and books, including
listened. On the station's Web site
noted author for his contributions
"Pueblo Nations. Eight Centuries
on Apri15, he addressed the subject
to Native American studies, Pueblo of Pueblo Indian History." The
history and the Spanish-Colonial
follow up book is "Pueblo Profiles,
history of the southwest is one
Cultural Identity through Centuries
of three recipients to receive
of Change."
an honorary degree from the
Sando has served as director
University of New Mexico. Sando for the Institute for Pueblo Indian
will receive an honorary Doctor of Studies/Pueblo Archives at the
~··''!!a
Letters at the
Indian Pueblo Cultural Center in
May 12 commencement at the
Albuquerque for more than two •
University Arena.
decades, retiring in 2005, the year
Sando will also be honored
he wa'i officially recognized for
at the Nat1ve American Studies
his work by the 47th New Mexico
graduation convocation on May 9
Legislature.

at length. Initially, he explainetJ
that his intentions are to "provoke,
in an effort to push listeners to
challenge ideas that rna) be held
more by habit than reason." Yet
Berry's wmmcntc; about Indians
reflect very mainstream sentiments
of American~ who typically have
no real knowledge about the actual
hi tory of Americas' relationship to
Native Nations, thanks to the way
history is usually taught.
In the end. Berry admitted he
was wrong, and said that, "I've
decided to make the occasion a
learning experience for me and
hopefully others a-; well.. .I'm
making this statement because my
method of framing the discussion
seemed to attack people rather than
policic", and m) facts regarding
tho e policies were \\rong."
Refre hingly, the lcso;on for us
i that there ore people out there
mthc main tream media who care
enough to admit when they're
\\rong about Nat1ve American
i sues, rather than stay married to
their own flawed per...:eptions. It
peaks to the po\\er we ha\e a-.
the listening publi and how ..-.e
can effect change when we ref~
to remain s1lent about those things
that affect us. Let us ne\er forget
that.
Dina Gilio. Colville. is a
University Studies student
concentrating in Native American
studie!> and political science at the
University of New Mexico.

We can effect change when
we refuse to remain silent
-Dina Gilio

Viewpoints I Commentary
Qua tc;ina, qua tsi, Hopa Hano.
I have been a student off and on for
decades, but it was March of 1973
which had an enonnous impact on
my life. KIVA Club members were
-concerned about threats to sacred
sites "and our environment. Back
in those days, Black Mesa was our
primary focus. Today, the mining
activity has ceased and the Mohave
Generating Station is shut down.
Other victories have come to be
since then and the protection of the •
San Francisco Peaks near flagstaff,
Arizona is the latest and greatest.
In the 1970s KIVA Club began
to address major issues Impacting
Natives Amencans in Gallup, New
Mexico. In 1973 Larry Casusc
was president Qfthe KIVA r;1ub
and he led a crusade to improve
how Natives Amencans were
treated in Gallup. The appointment
of then Gallup Mayor Emmett
Garcia to the University of New
Mexico's Board of Regents by
then Gov. Bruce Kmg caused an
immediate reaction. Garcia owned
a number of bars ''Inch were
frequented by Native Amencans
in the Gallup area. KIVA Club and
others marched to protest Garcta 's
appomtment, but more importantly
to raJse the issue of local bars
profitmg ofl the alcoholic adchtions
of our people. Unfortunately, the
cost was high and Casuse s<u.:nficed
his hfe at Steam's Sp,orting Goods
on Gallup's mam drag. March 3
commemorates our fellow KIVA
Club member and Ius valiant eff6rts
to right the wrongs affiictmg our
Native people.
The "People's M rch for
Humanity" brought together a force
'' ho marched from the ceremmual
grounds to the downtown
courthouse in Gallup. Hundn:ds of
people jomed together en masse tn
celebrate our collective humanity
and C~~use's mes age. Security
forces \\ere on hand 1nthc case of
po siblc violence but we arc and
were peaceful.
Tho c carl) days of KIVA
can't be replaced. Initially, we
had our own house on La Lomas
where Dane Smith Hall is now
located. No value can be ~laced
on having our own home awa)
from home. Granted, I may have
:spent too much time ~hooting pool
in the basement, but I and my
fellow students did have a sohd
foundation academically. The
dccolonization process had le:.s
fonnal ideals then. Today, Native
American Studies has grown into
the field of study for our youth and
the department serves students in
many ways. The degree program
is symbolic of where we stand on
this diverse campus and it was
not accomplished without a lot of
sincere dedication by professors
and :support staff over time.
Today the KIVA Club is active
and open for your pawcipatton and

Navajos,
want your water?
here's the price
by NELLISA KENNEDY

\

gatherings are held on a weekly
basis. One way to get involved
is to take part in Nizllioni Days
and don't forget to tune into
"Singing Wire" on KUNM 89.9
FM on Sundays from noon to
4:00p.m. You'll hear about area
events, music and maybe join in
the conversation. You might even

Since time immemorial the
Navajo people have learned to
hve w1th the resources they were
given by the land. Today tqey must
learn to hve With the resources the
government rccogmzes they have
the authonty to usc.. The NavajoGallup Water Supply Project is
a rellect10n of this change and a
reflection of coloniz.at1on.
The project is a long-term
imt1ative to create a major
infra tructurc to deliver water to
the c1ty of Gallup, New Mexico.
and the NaV61JO Nat1on annually.
The result will be the creation of a
250 mile p1pelinc transferring water
from the San Juan Rllier to Gallup
and to a number of NavaJO chapter
houses Tite project ts expected to
be completed m 2040 and the cost
in the mtllions of dollars.
11 IS curious that the federal
and state governments should
propose a project benefiting the
NavaJO Nation w1th the promise
of providing $60 million in annual
funding for the next 34 years, but
1t 1s not without vested Interest that
they do so. Their interests include,
but are not hmited ((); employment,
taxe , ceo-structures and population
outgrowth. The strongest result,
however," ill be assimilation.
The interest of the state and
federal governments 1s to create a
,cJf.su taining environment at a
profit. The historic and sacred four
comers area, however, has always
been a ~ource of identity for the
NavaJO people. The project is ~~
to produce an "ceo-structure" that
creates and attracts new business
and builds new homes. It will
invite all people to come and
profit off th1s sacred region. Sound
familiar? During coloniz.ation of
catch the Boy Wonder from San
the New World, it was seen as an
Felipe Who Made Good aka ''FM" opportunity for the colonists to
who is otherwiie known as Franci · benefit from the land's re ources.
Montoya. Thanks for hearing me
Supporters of the project suggest
out, Peace!
1t w11l create opportunities for
Francis Montoya, Isleta Pueblo/ Navajo"s to stay on their traditional
San Felipe Pueblo, is a senior
homeland.
majoring in Native Amenc.an
However, it is more likely to
Studie~; at the University of New
draw them to the city of Gallup.
Mexico.

'This land is
sacred, regardless
of whether the
federalgovernntent
recognizes it as
belonging to the
Navajos."
-Nelissa Kennedy
This will result in the relocation
of Navajos off their traditional
homelands and into the city,
producing a higher state taxable
population.
The state and federal
government seck a profitable
bench! of the pipeline, which is the
industnalization of the reservation
and the surroundmg region. One
example is the proJect w1ll expand
the petroleum and gas mdustry
that has .become a prominent
bu iness in NavaJO country. It's no
small wonder the Na'aJO 'nt1on
recently ho ted the ''lnd1genou
World Uramum Summ1t" It eebls
the state's current Interest in the
cx1stmg petroleum and energy
plants ts for profit, without regard
for the environmental protection of
the land or punty of the \\ater.
The proJect 1s a tool to
manipulate the weaknesses of
a sovereign. The weakness of
the Navajo Nation is a lack of
adequate access to their "ater.
Unfortunately, the federal and ~1ate
governments have mampulated
the situation to directly benefit
themselves. These manipulated
benefits have taken the fonns of
taxes and lowered government
a'isistance to those unemplo)ed.
The plans for a DC\\ minimall or a potential S1licon Valley
suburbia will invade traditional
Navajo homeland. This land is
not the federally recognized land
reserved to them, but a region
where Navajos once thrived.
This land is sacred. regardless of
whether the federal government
recognizes it as bclongmg to the
Navajos. The invasion of the
commercial industry is yet another
form of colomzation traditional
Navajos must endure because they
have nowhere left to e cape, not
even to their homeland
Nelli a Kennedy, NavaJO, i a
second year law student at the
Umverslty of New Mextco School
of Law.
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Native upbringing reflects filmmakers success
by RYAN MAKKONEN
Dawn of Nations Today
Getting ready for the interview,
Melissa Henry of the Dine Nation
joked about her busy day. Once
she had everything in order. she sat
down and was ready to share her
filmmaking career with the world.
Henry grew up living in the
rural area of the Zuni Mountains
located on the outskirts of Gallup,
New Mexico. She said that growing
up in this rural area contributed
heavily to her creativity and her
abilities "came from suffering and
playtime."
Havmg to be at school at four in
the morning every day. she would
sit in the bumpy cab of her father's
truck a~ it dro\ c through the mud
reading "elf books'' losmg herself
into her own little world. Growing
up. Henry had a hard time adapting
to~eality out ide of her secluded
hideaway in the mountains. She
said making friends \\as difficult
because she did not know how to
communicate with people out ide
of her own em ironment. Being
around friend~ for her was strange.
She had to create her own world
in her mind to escape and the
combination of all these elements
toughened her while growing up.
It all contributed to her boldness to
pursue her goals in filmmaking.
After graduating with a master's
degree in visual language and the
written word from the University of
Maryland, Henry took an internship
in New York City and commuted
from Washington, D.C.
In 2003, she began working at
the Smithsonian Mu. cum in the
film archives as a media cultural
spccmlist. Henry said she would
a:.sist in screening films and
picking certam one that \\ere in
good taste versus pieces that could
be considered stereotypical mto the
archives During her time in D.C.
she noticed that the city needed to
build a film commumty.
In 2003 Henry decided to start
Red Anb Production, a Web casung
and VIdeo production company.
She could not handle workmg in an
office any longer. he declared that,
''A filmmnker cannot do the office.''
In 2005, Henry moved back to
Gallup, N.M. and continued to run
Red Ant Production. She Sfllg the

Melissa Henry, Dln6 filmmaker
-contemplates her creative future
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change of community pays more
and the hours are more flexible
and allow her to work on her script
"Mosi Lizhinf," wh1ch is now three
years in the making.. She said her
script is an artistic piece based off
of Navajo stories which revolves
arountl a black cat set to save the

stars.
· Henry wa-; nominated for a
Sundance Fellowship by her friend
and Sundance fellow. Nanabah
Btcker, when Henry wa~ still in
graduate school at the University
of Maryland. Henry ubmitted her
documentary "Sparky's Ashes," a
documentary about a man who is
preparing to die. She then received
a documentary fellowship in
No\ ember of 2006 which began
January of2007.
She atd because she is a
Sundance Film Fellow she feeb
more locked into thtS film. She said
he feels more relaxed with writing

the script. She said at first it was
tough being in Gallup, she felt lost,
she could not figure out where to
go next in her script, but being able
to call these mentors have helped
tremendously. Once her script is
complete, Sundance will ass 1st her
with funding her film as well as
help with casting calls so she is not
alone in her creative journey.
After a year and a half of living
in the outskirts of Gallup, Henry
decided to move into the town
where she surprisingly found an
art community creating abstract
art. She said the community h very
open minded. "'n1ey are a t1ght
knit communny and helpful for my
work. I don't know ifl could have
a clique like that in the city." She
~;aid that cities already have their
own cliques. It is not easy to get
into a group uch as the one she ha.-;
found.
She aid once a month in

downtown Gallup the community
puts on an event called "Arts
Crawl" where artists can display
their work in every gallery.
Henry said the work does
cause controversy, which she
enjoys because when art creates
controversy, it makes one think.
She said she likes it when in depth
art makes one say. "OH MY GOD
THAT'S BlZZARE!"
Being surrounded in this
environment, she said she feels
things are going smooth. It is
"really Important to me that I
complete this film. It's a life goal."
The atmosphere of a Navajo
community helps her in making
ure she docs not do things
incorrectly while writing her script.
She can speak with the community
for help if she feels unclear of
crrtain information. She writes the
sc:npt m English then translates it
ioto Navajo.

Currently. she does not know
if ~he wants to make this film a
cartoon or live action. However
her film ends up she said. "I am in
a good place right now until I finish
my piec~...
In spring of 2007, Henry
decided to share her knowledge and
began substituting for the Gallup
School system teaching preschool
through fifth grade. She said in
teaching once or twice a week is
a way to interact with children.
This interaction he lps her write
her script. She said seeing the way
children interact takes her to a
place in her mind where she can let
her imagination flourish.
She said that an individual JUst
needs to pursue their passion. "It's
hard to work with your passion
while spending the majority of your
time worry about stereotypes. I am
OK with being a Native American
filmmaker.''
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Film I Review

Pathfinder can't find its way
by LOREN J. TODDY

Dawn of Nations Today
The film by German Director
cus Nispel opened nationwide
·n theatres April 13. The stoiy takes
place in the "primordial America."
500 years before Columbus set foot
on the shores of the Americas.
The movie makers claim to be
inspired by "historical findings"
nd a "legend-like" story of a
Viking child who becomes the lone
urvivor of a shipwreck while the
orsemen clans raid lhe coastal
ampanoag villages for laves.
The young boy is found and
en adopted b) the Wampanoag
oplc who rruse him into
adullhood. He comes to be known
as the Gho t withm the tnbe
perhaps due to his skin color and
his lineage to the Vikings. The
Ghost is played by New Zealand
actor Karl Urban ("Doom,''
·'Bourne Supremacy," and "Lord of
he Ring" trilogy).
In time the \'ikings return.
l'hey are led by Gunnar played
by Clancy Brown ("Highlander,"
·'Starship Troopers") who leads
is fellow Vikings against the
ampanoag people.
The Pathfinder, n shaman.
laycd by Rus ell Means
"Dasney'~> Pocahontas," "Wagon's
ast"), tells the tribe that the
host's destiny is to hght a one
man battle against the Vikings, to
~come the Wampanoag peoples
avior. Sounds pretty intriguing
on't it?
First, you should note that this
1Im is a remake of a Norwegian
lm, "Ofelaf' or ..Pathfinder" in
nglish. It was nominated for !he

J,.llt!.Pa&C..film in 1988.
The film is a loose remake
of the original right down to the
outline of the story. which h where
the :.imilarities end. N1spcl, was
responsible for the 2003 remake of
"The Texas Chainsaw Ma. sacre."
That would be enough for some
to decide either to a\oid thi film
or not, but sJttight, I have more to
share.
This film \tarts up right
away with .good ol' action mo,ie
violence, complete with gratuitous
beheadmgs. The film photography
gives the movie a dark and foggy.
fantasy atmosphere. The feel and
mood that is set at the beginning
of the film remams almost for the
entire length of the movie, w1th
a bnd respite toward the end
though it is confounding and out of
place. Perhaps it would have been
better if it stayed gloomy and ahen
throughout.
l11e director cre.ttes a cold
environment with very httle
ev1dcncc of the lUI. hut for some

be maldly entertaining.
I wasn't at all surprised
the Wampanoag warriors were
reason the Ghost (Karl Urban) has
During the course of the film
portrayed as inept especially
little use for clothing despite it
there arc constant story elements
when it comes to common sense,
being late winter. Unlike his Viking that arise that seem to be lifted
reasoning and warfare. Fear not
from or very reminiscent of other
counterparts who come across as
though, the Ghost is there to save
hairy beasts or animals -right
films, such as "Willow," "King
the people, kind of, most of them
down to animal sounds and growls Arthur," ''The 13th Warrior" and
that is. I thmk all around this
- lhe Ghost curiou!.ly doesn't ~port "Whale Rider." Yeah I said it,
film is quite offensive to Native
"Whale Rider". Why "Whale
a beard nor body hair throughout
Americans, the Wampanoag tribe,
R1der" you a-.k? ·
the film. The Ghost ~eems to have
and the Norwegians even, but it's
Starfire played by Moon
also mastered the shield and sword
mostly awkward and bland.
Bloodgood ("Win a Date with Tad
as well -quite a convenient plot
After watching this movie
element- maybe even a Norwegian Hamilton," "Eight Below"), who
I kept thmking that it was like
by the way, i., of Dutch, lmh and
stereotype.
"Conan the Barbarian" meets
CunolJsly enough the
South Korean de ...cent. ha the
"Wind,.,aJker" but more lame
Pathfinder. also the title chamcter
"Whale Rider" moment. She also
and ab ent of a well developed
but not the central character, seems seems to channel Mike Ty . .on as
storyline. If only it turned out as
to speak in broken English denoting well; you'll see both instances of
cool as it potentially sounded.
inane ness if you decide to watch
that it's not his first language.
Being offensive 4uickly takes
Though what's more cunous, is the th1s train wreck. For you comic
a back seat to how bad th1s movie
book nerds, Starfire is not the DC
fact that the Wampanoag people
IS first. It\ like being upset by a
in his tribe speak more fluent and
comic book superhero in this movie Tony Hlllennan book'' ithout first
but it might ha\e helped the movie l."onsidenng the ourcc.
clear English in the film albeit still
quite stereotypical. No sign of their if that were 110.
Thi film could have been more
Somewhere mid-movie I half
own language at all. Interestingly
entertauung and even passable as a
expected to ee Willow or Frodo
enough was lhe fact that the
mov1c, maybe C\ en good enough to
Vikings. poke in a Norwcgtan
JUmp out and join the action. It
show up on the Sci-Fi Channel. Sad
wa there that I completely stopped too, J really hked Karl Urban in h1s
language consbtcntly throughout
entcrtnming the notion that this
the film. For alii know of the
prev1ous role before "Pathfinder.''
Norwegian language and how it's
111m could at all be considered
Much hkc how I ]Oiied John Woo's
somewhat factual or historical. It
supposed to sound. it could have
prcvmus films ("Hard Boiled,''
all went out the wmdow - along
been like Adam Beach speakmg
"Face Off') before he made
w1th my hopes that at least it would "Wtndtalker."
Navajo in ''Windtalkcr."
The Ghost, played by Karl Urban taunts the Vikings after finding h1s own
inner Viking.

Jf you are a film auteur, watch
the original film and sec the genesis
of a good film being remade into
a bad film. I guess the same could
be said about his remake of "The
Texas Chain saw Massacre." If
you are indeed a comic book nerd
or graphic novel aficionado, take
a look at Dark Horse Comic's
adaptation of the script. The art
work alone in it alone is worth
the $20. That's less than a ticket,
popcorn and soda at the concc:; ion
stand.
Sadly the story in the book is
mo~tly the same a' the movie but
like most adaptation of movies it
offers more of a torylmc and is
less absent of plot holes. The book
for example offer an intriguing
prologue that could ha\e made
t11e mQvie more interesting. Save
your money or see ·omething more
fulfilling. intriguing, cntcrtaming
or funny like "Grimlhou e" or ''Hot
Fua." Keep your dignity mtact
and mis this one.
Rated R.
Thsfilm
receiVes a

rat ng of half a
reel out of five
possble

Drunk driving message effective?
by LOREN J. TODDY
D(IM" ofNations Today

Sitting in front of my computer
at about 2 a.m., I have the T.V. on
in the living room behind me. I
hear this resonating voice that is
not only familiar but engaging.
The voice said, "There is an enemy
among us," soon followed by a
striking, repetitive dnim beat.
I tum around and see an Indian
played by Cayuga actor Gary
Farmer. He is driving with his two
children next to him. He passes
many crosses on the side of the
road depicting the lives lost on that
particular stretch of highway. He
pulls up in front of a saloon and
gets out of his truck. He gazes at
the children as he trudges towards
the bar and he turns his back.
The following shots show him
sitting alone at the bar purchasing a
shot of whiskey and then a couple
of beers. The setting sun denotes
the passing time. He leaves the bar
to face a circle of Natives. The
grandmother reaches out for his car
keys and he relents. All the while
flutes and drums permeate thi
scene - the end.
I remember being stunned and
surprised with this commercial. I
was stunned that the main emphasis
was on drinking and driving. At
flfSt I thought I was watchmg
a movie trililer with Native
Americans, but that feeling only
lasted for a couple of seconds.
I felt a sen e of confusion
and some resentment about
the commercial. Then I started
wondering why? Images and
depictions of Native American
as drunks and alcoholics are
offensive. This commercial seemed
to reinforce stereotypes about the
"drunken injun" and his problems
with "fire water."
My initial feelings remained
unchanged until I bad an
opportunity to speak tolhe creators
and the director of the public
service announcement.

The commercial was a part of a
state campaign by the New Mexico
Department ofTran portation.
Lonnie Anderson, Jicarilla Apache,
the creative director at Vaughn
Wedeen Creative received the
commis ion to develop a cript and
shoot the commercial for the state
campaign.
Anderson said he was very
conscious about his decision to
seek out film director Chris Eyre.
Cheyenne, Arapahoe, and actor
Gary Farmer. He wanted what he
felt were the best choices for this
project, an all-star Native lineup of
sorts, and according to Anderson,
Eyre and Farmer both did not
hesitate to jump on board.
Having previously worked
on the American Indian College
Fund campaign. Anderson said he
bad a strong and clear idea about
how he wanted the project to
develop and look. He said there
is no information targeting the
Native American community on
the consequences of drinking and
driving.
Anderson said, ''This project
wac; the first drunk driving spot for
the Native American people made
by Native Americans."
"I don't care if 500 Native
Americans bate this commercial.
what matters is that the commercial
impacts someone who saw
it," Anderson said. "'This is a
community message about an
issue that should be addressed and
confronted," he c:aid.
Anderson mentioned that
right up until the shooting of the
commercial that the project wac;
deemed controversial. It was
even cancelled the night before
the actual shoot, though it was
ultimately shot as c:cbeduled. So
even in inception, the creators of
this commercial had to be careful in
bow they approached this project.
The last thing that Anderson
wanted to do with this commercial
was alienate the audience by
creating a shaming spot.

On set during
the evening
shoot of the
Drunk Driving
Public
Service
Announcement
on location in
southern New
Mexico.

Photo COU1tKy of
LOMie~.

Vau;ftn w.deen
CINtlYe

He is not oblivious to
the negative reaction of the
commercial, but open to them.
Positive reaction to the commercial
is not lacking though. Vaughn
Wedeen Creative is inundated
by rcquesto; for the c.ommercial
to be shown in other states such
as Montana and Hawaii, as it is
presently only broadcast in New
Mexico.
Eyre, best known for his films
such as "Smoke Signals" and
"Skins,t' credits Anderson for
successfully putting this project
together. Though, when you see
the commercial you can see Eyre's
influence through his cinematic
vision and composition.
Eyre wac; aware of the touches
be wanted to put into the script that
could have been problematic or
stereotypical. The Native American
man originally bad an old beat up
pick up, and Eyre decided to make
the vehicle new and modem to
show that Native Americans are
contemporary. In the original script
the children are waiting outside the
bar while their father drank inside.
'This is a notoriously common,
sad and painful scene for some.
Fanner's character was shown
as a "marginal drinker and not a
staggering drunk," Eyre said.
According to Eyre, the roadside
memorials bad Native American
touches to them, such as tobacco
ties which aren't necessarily native
to the southwC~St.
One interesting element of
Eyre's involvement is that he feels
the commercial would be most
effective if it's broadcast at the
hours of 1 and 2 a.m. "For those
people out there, at that moment,
making that decision to potentially"
drink and drive - it's to remind
them not to.
In asking Eyre about bow
this commercial could be seen

Concerned community members surround the drunk Native American
man, played by Gary Farmer. Farmer appeared in the "You Drink, You
Drive, You lose" anti-drinking and driving commercial campaign produced
by the State of New Mexico.

negatively, be said, "Native
America is an enigma" and it is
interesting how people make so
much of native work in media.
''This work shouldn't be unique,"
be said.
"Short and effective" is what
Eyre said about the commercial.
Eyre is not shy about confronting
issues and problems like the one
in the commercial, see his film
"Skins" if you haven't already.
Matthew Martinez, Obkay
Owingeh, a visiting faculty
member in the American Studies
department at the University of
New Mexico, was gravely affected
by drunken driving. His response
to the commercial was deeply
personal. "The message is a good
thing and the message should get
out. The commercial wasn't bokey,
wasn't cheesy, and it was real.
One fatality from drunk driving is
one too many. We can't hear this
message enough," he said. That is
something that we all seem to agree
on.
The elements of the commercial
that initially bothered me seem a

bit trivial now in hindsight. This
commercial could have easily
been picked up by non-Native
production crew and we would
have had an altogether different
commercial. Possibly offensive to
a great degree and evoking strong
stereotypical depictions, that would
have been hard to recover from.
Ultimately, everyone that views
the commercial is going to interpret
it how they want and either love it
or loathe it I've beard discussions
about this commercial as being
powerful and even majestic. I
also heard opposing views, in how
offensive and bad it is.
I even heard a faux campaign
idea involving a series of
commercials on the dangers of
senior citizen drivers and how
deadly they are on the road.
Perhaps the message should
be the principle element that
ought to be focused on. As for the
creative elements surrounding the
commercial, it should be taken for
what it is - a creative director's
own perspective or a unique artists
own vision of the material.

By ANDREA HANKS
Today as visitors walk the balls
ofthe White Earth Land Recovery
Project in Ca11away. Minnesota
they w1ll see Ojibwe identity
blooming throughout the office
hallways.
.
Star Wallowing Bull, Arapaho
and White Earth Band of Ojtbwe,
designed and painted the Ojibwe
floral design in the offices
Wallowing Bull said, "l identify
with my own traditional designs.
for six years, I have been looking
for my identity as an Ojibwe artist."
"Between Two Cultures," was
the tide of Wallowing BuP 's tint
solo exhibition in 200S, at the
Plains Art Museum in FarJo, North
Dakota Wallowing BuD's exhibition
referenced his identity.
..It bas led me to Jeam more
about both of my identities as
an Ojibwe and an Arapabo."
Wallowing Bull slid.
'
Because of Wallowing BuD's
talent and connection to White
Earth, Winona LaDuke, founding
director of the White Earth Land
Recovery Project. immediately
thought to oonunission him for tbc
painting project.
•
LaDuke said, ..1 wanted
someone local from our reserYIIion
for the project. I wanted a politive
role model for our children, I
wanted Star 10 be a part C1f this,"
and "Star is beyoucl that, the
children can identify with him
because he is from White Earth
and he has been able to express bis
Ojibwe identity, his Native identity,
and that is a positive example for
our kids."
Wallowing Dull's prismacolored pencil drawing titled,

not.' tour'I1IC abe country.

Wallowing Bull said he found
h1s New Mexico expenence
cballengmg aod rewardiq. it was
his first experience m print making.
"Usang QDiy four colorS threw
me off." said. Wallowm, Bull,
refeniq to his pnnt. "but the
reward was leamiq tbe technique
of printmaking and meeting aew
people."
While m New Me.lllCQ he fouod
a friend ad~ m renowned
artist Juane Quick-To-See-Smidl.
"She was drawn to the color of
my work." Wallowina Bull said.
He describes his work
as detailed, colorful and
autobiosraphical. Anyone who has
seen bis works. such as "Black
Elk's Little Sandman," can am:st
to his detail and use of exuberant
color.

Wallowing Bull said he is

leamins a lot from Quick-To-See
Smith.
..1 am inspiJal by her work, I
am learnina to be more me with
my brush strokes, I want to break
the habit of bein& a perfectioaist."
Wallowing B.,u said he is
inspired by ooe artist in pMicular.
"Some of my owa WOit is
Arapaho and While Earth 0J1bwe artllt. Star Wallowing Bull, lt8ndlln front
similar
to artist JIIIJel Ra Kaquiat,
of hll floral delign decorallllg the walls d the Whle Earth Land Recovery
his wort IDd ideas are inftueacillg
Project ofllcle 1n Calauay, Mlnnelola.
me oow. but I see die Native
"'uooioe Cap," will be die DeW
version." IDd .. 11111 Mlbe
Naliw: American Art. he became
identity for die Wmd EneraY ad
beginniq so it's hlrd to bow whit
ooe of six emerJius Native
Bio-dielel.propam ofWbiee F.lrtb AmericaD .m.aaselec:ted far
lbe out c:ome of my wodt will be."
l..aDd Recovery Projec:t. W"dh
a aaideacy wilb die nariDd
llid WaiJowia& Bull. He c:oatiauea
WaDowiJta Bull's penniaion; it's
Jnatitu1c. a clivilioa of lbe CoUeae paiatiq . . . pieces far atilt
becomiaa the new toao for tbe
James ROICIIqllist. with plans of a
of FiDe Arts at lbe University of
prognm and will read Ojibwe Bio- New Mexico.
futme e~bitioa..
cJjeleL
Cukarll ideDtity coadDacs
Rcsjdrmla hid to complet.e. two
~in 200S. w.Dowing
10 fuel the WOit ofWalJowiag
litbogntpb n:aideala priDta were
Bull was ICiected to participate.
created by each artist llld displayed Bull. He said, '"My experieDce,
in Migrations: New Directions in
at UNM's Art MUICUID, which is
just growina up Native. put

and present. anytbinJIIook at
influences me: it is an everyday
tbiq for me. 11m -.y easaly
inftuenced."
Between tbe London exhtbition
and the White Earth project
commitments, Wallowing Bull
contmues to mspire and Influence
those younger than ham
Reahzang what aome artists
like himself have faced, trying to
jugle paying the real ud the cost
of art ~pplies...It's a strugle,"
Wallowing Bull said.
Through all the fellow artisrs
wbo have befrieodcd him, he bas
asked in return how he might help
them.
WalloWing Bull said, "They
1old me, when you're at the age
to do the same, help other young
artisb."
Wallowing Bull is currently
crating five to seven, prisma oolor
pencil drawings for an exhibition
at the Oktober Gallery of London,
scheduled for Sept.11Xrl.
Wallowing Bull said, "'mages
oftoday's mainstream culture

influences my wort." the pieces
being crealled for the exhibition are
combining Native imqcs of the
past ioto robotic: imqes.
Tbe C.llbibition will also fcatare
pieces from FrlUik Bi& Bear.
WallowiDa Ball's falber.
'Willowing BIIU's wodt
featural in tbe Bockley Gallery in
Mhuwpolil.
'Ibis J*lmoalb be ... a.d
tbe uppu~bl!dty eo visit ICbooll
tbroupout tbe While Elrdl
I'CIC&'VIItioa,IIICIIfOriaa ~ ia
hopes lbll tbey too. will 6Dd a way
eo express their own ideudtiea.

Video games gone bad!
by TOBIAS MAJOR
Dawn ofN01ion.s Today
As the prilirie grass blows in
the wind. a warrior walks out of
his teepee and glance upon his
village of long houses and teepees
decorated with dream catchers.
He is Zorran and his taste for
adventures knows no end with
hi giant troll friend Booboo and
his elf girlfriend 2cute4you. Did
we mention that Zorran is a giant
buffalo, who plays on one of the
biggest online video games in the
world? A game that hits on some
of the oldest Native American
stereotypes to date?
In recent yean; video games
on PC and MAC-based computer
systems have created games with
Native American imagery and/or
content. Are these large computer
game companies such as Blizzard
Entertainment and Microsoft

Vlewcl
Thunder

being culturaHy sensitive towards
Natives? Are these million dollar
Bluff from the
game companies leaving garners
online video
with a false or negative view·of
game Wortd of
Native people? I will take a look at
~
a couple of popular game titles to
see how society perceives Natives
_, ~-reotypes are pushed
&long our society within the realm
of gaming. First. here is a little
history.
As a ten year old, I started
playing computer games when PC's
started commg into the homes of
America and I remember when
the origmal ..DOOM" came out. It

is a game based upon some crazy
Marine who runs aroUnd with guns
shooting ind kUiin~ demons from
hell. Who would come up with an
idea like that? I wall never know,
yet I thank them for all of the
gJNt hours of fun and the list goe
on kids. The last thing I messed

....
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Video games gone bad!
Continued from 015
around with was Play Station 2 and
that was it for consoles.
When I wao; younger. I noticed
there were few video games
featured around Native Americans.
There wa.'i the "Oregon Trail" game
that we used to play in school on
old Apple Macintosh computers. In
the game you play a settler during
the I 700s who is trying to stay
alive. Every once in a while you
would run into some "Indians"
and that was about it. There was
another pornographic game entitled
"Custer's Revenge" which came
out for the Atari system. It was
created by a company called
Mystiqu~. You were Custer of
course and the point of the game
was to rape as many Native women
as possible. Real cute huh? Where
were the censors on this one?
Aside these archaic games are
the famous fighting games. You
might remember "Street Fighter's
Thunder Haw''' or "Mortal
Kombat's Nightwolf." once again
we have silent stoic Native warriors
duking it out with fictional karate
fighting charactqs.
Natives always get placed in
these "mythical" stereotypes as
if they are a non-existent people.
I don't think the desim teams

of these games ever visited a
reservation do you? You can find
many other characters of this nature
in games like ''Tekken," "Killer
written by the late great writer Vine
Instinct" and other weird random
Deloria, Jr. Deloria arguc:s about
games like "Real Bout Fatal Fury!" a ridiculous theory entitled "The
I interviewed Beverly Singer,
Overkill Theory," which states the
Santa Clara Pueblo, associate
Native people of North America
professor of anthropology and
killed off all of the animals of the
Native American Studies at the
Pleistocene era. It is such a bizarre
University of New Mexico. Singer concept that many scientists accept
wrote a book entitled "Wiping the
it as a fact.
War Paint Off of the Lens.''
Singer said she felt that the
The book looks at Native
Turok series was a continuation of
American stereotypes in films and
this ridiculous theory. l agree.
highlights films created by Natives.
One of the games we took a
Singer helped me to deconstruct
look at was "World ofWarcraft.''
some of the more recent games to
Recently, BliWlrd Entertainm~nt
get a grasp on where these silly
turned the Warcraft series into an
stereotypes come from. Each game online role-playing game that most
was pretty different from the other
garners find horribly addicting. In
yet, all screamed out with complete the game a character is created to
ignorance!
fight monsters and evil wizards as
We could not forget about
part of the missions.
the infamous Turok the Dinosaur
Players can spend their time on
hunter a'i well. You get to play a
missions doing various things like
Native with all kinds of weaponry
fishing and different trades, such
that would put Rambo to shame.
as blacksmithing. The graphics
You get to shoot down aliens.
are very spellbinding and it makes
people and all kinds of creatures.
playing this game very fun.
Turok is not brand new by any
One thing l found interesting
means. I felt it would be great to
about the game is that you can
ask Singer how she felt about it.
choose to be a certain race. The
She directed me to a chapter
Tauren are giant buffalo-looking
from "Red Earth White Lies"
people who live a·mvthical native

lifestyle with teepees, totem poles,
vision quest<> and dream catchers.
Singer said this was a great
example of "the conglomerate
Indian" meaning putting all of the
Native imagery you can together
and classifying all Native people
as nomadic. She also said Natives
are "denuded of a human identity"
in the sense that they are being
presented as buffalo. She said these
characters definitely are "the real
buffalo fioldiers."
I agree.
Then we looked at Microsoft's
"Age of Empires 3" which centers
around land feuding between the
Natives and Europeans. At first you
could only choose to be a European
anny soldier and if you wanted you
could ally with the Natives. l guess
Microsoft felt we were'aU waiting
around to help out the Europeans
take our land away. Microsoft
created this add-on which allowed
you to be the Sioux. Aztec or
Iroquois. Microsoft spent a lot more
time to make sure the game was
historically accurate for all of the
cultures included in the game..
Singer gave the game a good
look over on the ever-present

stereotypes. She said it was a
"romantic image of Natives with
a little bit of context." Microsoft
did do its homework on historical
infommtion yet presents Natives as
''still mi behaving," she said. We
watched a clip of a group of Sioux
burning down a little town and
there seemed to be no underlying
reason why everyone was attacking
each other. It's like "F-Troop" all
over again!
I think we can aU agree there's
still a long way to go when it
comes to living in a world without
ignorance. I feel the media is so
far away from truly understanding
Native Americans.
The problem with games
mentioned above is they reinforce
the portrayal of Native people
as backwards. mythical people.
Maybe Bill Gates can create some
games about Natives trying to gel
to a pow wow in a busted up car or
.Crazy Horse knocking foreigners
off his land? Those games would
be exciting and create a whole new
genre of video games. don't you
think?

